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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Relapse is common after resection of lung
adenocarcinoma (LUAD). Features of the tumor microenvi-
ronment (TME) which influence postsurgical survival out-
comes are poorly characterized. Here, we analyzed the TME
of more than 1500 LUAD specimens to identify the rela-
tionship between B-cell infiltration and prognosis.

Methods: Whole exome sequencing and bulk RNA
sequencing were performed on LUADs and adjacent normal
lung tissue. Relapse-free survival and overall survival (OS)
were retrospectively correlated with characteristics of the
tumor and TME in three data sets.

Results: High B-cell content (defined as >10% B cells)
was associated with improved OS in both a The Cancer
Genome Atlas–resected LUAD data set (p ¼ 0.01) and a
separate institutional stage II LUAD data set (p ¼ 0.04,
median not reached versus 89.5 mo). A validation cohort
consisting of pooled microarray data representing more
than 1400 resected stage I to III LUADs confirmed the
association between greater B-cell abundance, specifically
higher B-cell expression, and longer postsurgical survival
(median OS 90 versus 71 mo, p < 0.01). Relapse-free
survival was longer for patients with adenocarcinomas
with high B-cell content across data sets, but it did not
reach statistical significance. Subcategorization of B-cell
subsets indicated that high naive B-cell content was most
predictive of survival. There was no correlation between
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programmed death-ligand 1 expression, lymphoid aggre-
gates, or overall immune infiltrate density and survival
outcomes across the cohorts.

Conclusions: The growing adjuvant immunotherapy
repertoire has increased the urgency for identifying prog-
nostic and predictive biomarkers. Comprehensive profiling
of more than 1500 LUADs suggests that high tumor-
infiltrating B-cell content is a favorable prognostic marker.

� 2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of
the International Association for the Study of Lung Cancer.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND li-
cense (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/
4.0/).

Keywords: B cells; resected; lung cancer; tumor
microenvironment
Introduction
Approximately 25% to 30% of patients with NSCLC

will present with resectable disease at initial diagnosis.1

Despite undergoing surgery with curative intent, up to
50% of patients experience disease recurrence within 5
years.1 Among patients who have a relapse, distant
metastasis is the most common manifestation,2 under-
scoring the importance of addressing both the primary
tumor andoccultmicrometastatic disease. Comparedwith
surveillance, adjuvant chemotherapy improves survival
by approximately 5%.3 Yet, the adoption of adjuvant
chemotherapy is poor, with studies suggesting that it is
not pursued for half of eligible patients.4 In recentmonths,
osimertinib and immunotherapy (atezolizumab, pem-
brolizumab) have gained regulatory approval in the
United States as a treatment-intensification strategy after
surgery and chemotherapy for select patients on the basis
of reduction in risk of recurrence by 80% and 35%,
respectively.5–7 As outcomes after surgery are variable
with some patients achieving cure without further ther-
apy, biomarkers that foreshadow disease biology can
inform complex decisions regarding whether to pursue
adjuvant systemic therapy.

Historically, most NSCLC prognostic models have
been predicated on characteristics of the resected tumor,
such as size, grade, nodal involvement, lymphovascular
invasion, and extension of tumor cells into visceral
pleura and air spaces.8,9 Emerging approaches to
recurrence risk stratification are also focused on the
tumor, including recent studies that have associated
undetectable tumor DNA in the circulation with favor-
able prognosis after resection of NSCLC.10–12 Tumor-
focused analyses, however, may not fully account for
complex interactions between tumor cells and the
microenvironment which may influence propensity
toward relapse. In support of a potential role of the tu-
mor microenvironment in modulating recurrence risk,
smaller retrospective studies have reported an associa-
tion between increased density of tumor-infiltrating
lymphocytes (TILs) and improved survival among pa-
tients with resected NSCLC.13–15 These studies, however,
largely focused on T cells and were less equipped to
elucidate whether other immune cell populations, such
as B cells, similarly affect relapse risk.

Here, we performed bulk RNA sequencing and whole
exome sequencing (WES) to dissect the microenviron-
ment of resected lung adenocarcinoma from patients
belonging to several cohorts (Supplementary Fig. 1) to
evaluate whether the density of the B-cell infiltrate is
associated with prognostic outcomes.

Methods
Patient Data Collection
Patient Cohorts From The Cancer Genome Atlas and
External Data Sets. See the Molecular Analysis section
for clinical data collection methods for The Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA) (cohort 1) and other external data
sets (cohort 2).

Massachusetts General Hospital Stage II Cohort
(Cohort 3). Primary lung tumor and adjacent normal
lung tissues were obtained from 32 patients who un-
derwent resection of stage II (American Joint Committee
on Cancer version 7.0 [AJCC v7.0]) lung adenocarcinoma
at Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) between April
2009 and October 2016. Medical records of the patients
were retrospectively reviewed to extract data on de-
mographic characteristics, treatment histories, and sur-
vival outcomes. Data were updated as of November
2021. This study was approved by the institutional re-
view board (2020A015487). All patients provided writ-
ten informed consent.

Molecular Analysis
WES of MGH Stage II Cohort (Cohort 3). Tissue
embedded in optimal cutting temperature compound
was used for DNA and RNA co-extraction using the All-
Prep DNA, RNA, Protein Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Ger-
many). Exome libraries were captured by IDT KAPA
Hyper libraries with xGen Exome Research Panel v1.0.
The libraries were sequenced on a NovaSeq S4 with at
least 100� coverage for tumor and 30� for normal.

RNA Extraction, Library Preparation, and
Sequencing of MGH Stage II Cohort (Cohort 3). Tissue
was prepared using the AllPrep DNA/RNA Mini kit
(Qiagen). Total RNA amounts and degradation values
were obtained using RNA 6000 Nano Chip run on a 2100
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BioAnalyzer (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA). RNA sequencing
(RNA-seq) libraries were prepared using the TruSeq
RNA Library Prep Kit v2 (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA).
Libraries were purified through Ampure XP (Beckman
Coulter Genomics, Indianapolis, IN) bead purification
and enriched with standard polymerase chain reaction
to create a complementary DNA library. Final library
quality control was carried out by evaluating the frag-
ment size on a DNA1000 chip run on a 2100 Bio-
Analyzer. Library concentrations were determined by
quantitative polymerase chain reaction using the KAPA
Library Quantification Kit for Next Generation Sequencing
(KAPA Biosystems, Woburn, MA). Before sequencing, the
libraries were normalized to 2 nmol/liter in 10 mM Tris–
Cl, pH 8.5 with 0.1% Tween 20, then divided evenly to
yield approximately 100 million paired-end reads per
sample. The libraries were denatured with 0.05 N sodium
hydroxide and diluted to 20 pmol/liter. Cluster genera-
tion of the denatured libraries was performed according
to the manufacturer’s specifications (Illumina, Inc.) using
the HiSeq PE Cluster Kit v2 and or v4 chemistry and flow
cells. Libraries were clustered appropriately with a 1%
PhiX spike-in. Sequencing-by-synthesis was performed on
a HiSeq2500 using appropriate chemistry with paired-end
101 bp reads. Sequence-read data were processed and
converted to FASTQ format for downstream analysis by
Illumina BaseSpace analysis software, FASTQ Generation
v1.0.0.

Transcriptomic Analysis of MGH Stage II Cohort
(Cohort 3). Next-generation sequencing quality control
analysis was performed using FastQC (v0.11.5 http://
www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/),
FastQ Screen3 (v0.11.1), RSeQC4 (v3.0.0), and MultiQC5
(v1.6). Reads were aligned using Kallisto to estimate
expression levels (v0.46.0) to GENCODE v23.16 Non-
coding transcripts, histone coding transcripts, and
mitochondrial transcripts were removed, resulting in
20,062 transcripts for downstream analysis. Gene
expression was quantified as transcripts per million with
log2 transformation. Bulk RNA-seq data were decon-
volved using the decision tree machine learning algo-
rithm Kassandra.17

RNA Expression Analysis Using External Data
Sets. TCGA Lung Adenocarcinoma (Cohort 1). Tran-
scriptomic data were downloaded from the USCS XENA
portal (https://xena.ucsc.edu/) as transcripts per million
units. Sample identification numbers were unified to
patient identification numbers using the first 12 char-
acters. Patients with more than one tumor RNA-seq
sample or missing clinical annotation were removed.
Clinical data were downloaded from the GDC TCGA data
portal (MC3 data set).18
Other Lung Adenocarcinoma Data Sets (Cohort 2). For
array expression analysis, GSE72094, GSE37745,
GSE31210, GSE119267, GSE41271, GSE68465,
GSE19188, GSE40791, GSE50081, GSE94601, and
GSE43580 were downloaded in raw cell format, median
normalized, and harmonized to be used as a pooled
cohort (cohort 2). Only data derived from lung adeno-
carcinoma samples were used.

Identification of B-Cell Subsets (Cohorts 1 and 3). To
quantify the abundance of select B-cell subsets, bulk
RNA-seq data were deconvolved using a machine
learning algorithm (Kassandra) applied to a resolution
that permitted differentiation of the following B-cell
subsets on the basis of gene expression: naive, class-
switched, nonswitched memory, and plasmablasts.17,19

Histopathologic Analysis
Stage II Lung Adenocarcinomas in MGH Cohort
(Cohort 3). Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded hema-
toxylin and eosin slides were reviewed to assess
lymphocyte infiltration, determine histologic grade, and
identify lymphoid aggregates.

Statistical Analysis
Python (version 3.8) was used for statistical analysis

and graphing. Scikit-learn version 1.0.2, lifelines version
0.26.4, matplotlib version 3.5.1, and seaborn version
0.11.2 were used for data analysis and visualization.

Results
Prognostic Relevance of B-Cell Abundance in
Resected Adenocarcinoma (Cohort 1)

To identify microenvironment characteristics,
including B-cell infiltration, that were associated with
recurrence risk, we first analyzed a TCGA resected lung
adenocarcinoma RNA-seq data set (cohort 1) comprising
stages I to IV NSCLC. Given the aim of identifying rele-
vant biomarkers in all-comers with resected NSCLC, all
stages were pooled in the analysis. To characterize the
microenvironment composition, we used the previously
described RNA-seq deconvolution algorithm, Kassandra,
as previously described.19

We divided the TCGA lung adenocarcinoma data set
into tertiles on the basis of the degree of B cell infiltra-
tion. There was no statistically significant difference in
survival across tertiles (p ¼ 0.08; Supplementary Fig. 2).
On inspection, however, there was considerable overlap
between B cells grouped in the 0 to 33rd percentile and
those grouped in the 33rd to 66th percentile. On the
basis of this finding, the data set was subsequently
divided into two groups stratified by the 66th percentile
resulting in separation in the survival curves
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n = 480, p = 0.01 n = 480, p = 0.1

Figure 1. Prognostic relevance of B-cell abundance in resected lung adenocarcinoma in TCGA data set (cohort 1). Curves
depict OS and RFS for patients with resected lung adenocarcinoma in TCGA data set according to high versus low B-cell
content. The pooled cohort of 480 specimens includes stages I to IV resected lung cancer. OS, overall survival; RFS, relapse-
free survival; TCGA, The Cancer Genome Atlas.
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(Supplementary Fig. 2). As the 66th percentile corre-
sponded to 10% absolute B cells, samples with more
than or equal to 10% were thereafter categorized as
having “high” B cell content whereas those with B cell
content below this threshold were considered to have
“low” B cell content.

Using this cutoff, we analyzed whether stratification
by B cell abundance could identify patients at higher
versus lower risk of recurrence and death after resection
of lung adenocarcinoma. Overall survival was signifi-
cantly longer in the high B cell content group (p ¼ 0.01;
Fig. 1). In contrast, B cell content was not significantly
associated with relapse-free survival (p ¼ 0.10, median
37.3 mo versus 26.5 mo), though relapse-free survival
was numerically higher for patients with tumors with
high B cell content (Fig. 1). We also assessed whether
other tumor and microenvironment features, specifically
histologic grade, tumor mutational burden (TMB), and
programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) expression by RNA-
seq, correlated with survival in the TCGA data set. This
analysis did not reveal a significant association between
overall survival and either TMB or PD-L1 expression.
Nevertheless, overall survival was shorter for patients
with grade 3 adenocarcinoma compared with those with
lower grade adenocarcinoma (Fig. 2A–C).
Validation in Microarray Data Sets (Cohort 2)
To validate our findings, we explored the prognostic

relevance of B cell abundance in microarray data sets
encompassing resected stages I to III lung adenocarci-
noma. For this analysis, we generated a meta-cohort
(cohort 2) comprising 1422 resected lung adenocarci-
nomas captured in publicly available microarray data
sets. Most (54%) of the tumors in the meta-cohort were
categorized as stage I per AJCC v7.0. As RNA-seq data
were not available for these tumors, we used a previ-
ously described custom gene expression signature to
estimate B-cell abundance.17 To confirm concordance
between B-cell abundance as gauged by the custom gene
expression signature versus bulk RNA sequencing using
the deconvolution algorithm used in the analyses pre-
viously discussed, we applied both techniques to the
TCGA data set and found overall agreement (Fig. 3A).
Of note, owing to the nature of the data available
for the microarray data set, B-cell expression that
exceeded the median was considered representative of
high B-cell abundance instead of the previously used
cutoff of 10%.

When applied to the 1422 lung adenocarcinomas
(cohort 2), high B-cell abundance (defined as B-cell
expression above the median) was significantly associ-
ated with longer median overall survival (p < 0.01, 90
mo versus 71 mo; Fig. 3B), consistent with findings from
bulk RNA sequencing in the TCGA cohort. The prognostic
value of B-cell abundance was apparent across all stages
(Fig. 3B), though statistical significance was only reached
in the larger stage I subgroup.
B-Cell Content Correlates With Survival in MGH
Stage II Cohort (Cohort 3)

We next sought to confirm our findings in an insti-
tutional cohort (cohort 3) representing resected stage II
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n = 480, p-value = 0.5 n = 470, p-value = 0.2 n = 227, p-value < 0.0001

Figure 2. Survival outcomes in TCGA lung adenocarcinoma data set (cohort 1) according to PD-L1 expression, TMB, and
histologic grade. Curves depict OS for patients with resected stages I to IV lung adenocarcinoma according to (A) PD-L1
expression, (B) TMB, and (C) histologic grade. Mut/MB, mutations per megabase; OS, overall survival; PD-L1, programmed
death-ligand 1; TCGA, The Cancer Genome Atlas; TMB, tumor mutational burden.
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NSCLC (AJCC v7.0). Stage II tumors were selected for this
validation cohort as compared with stage I tumors which
predominated in both the TCGA and microarray data sets
and are associated with lower recurrence rates; stage II
NSCLC is associated with nearly equivalent likelihood of
cure versus relapse after surgical resection.1 Further-
more, given limited available tissue specimens and the
more aggressive biology ascribed to stage III lung
adenocarcinoma, we intentionally focused on stage II
tumors.

For this analysis, we performed WES and bulk RNA-
seq on 32 resected stage II lung adenocarcinomas. The
quality of the 32 specimens was sufficient for WES;
however, only 29 specimens were of sufficient quality to
support RNA-seq (Supplementary Fig. 3A and B). Most
(62%) tumors were categorized as stage IIB (AJCC v7.0).
The median age of the group was 69 (range: 44–87)
years old, and most patients were female (62%;
Supplementary Table 1). Seven patients (24%) were
never smokers. Consistent with national trends, 16 pa-
tients (55%) had received adjuvant chemotherapy.4 As
presented in Supplementary Figure 3C, the most com-
mon driver alterations identified in the cohort of 29 lung
adenocarcinomas included KRAS mutations (n ¼ 12) and
EGFR mutations (n ¼ 8).

With median follow-up of 4.9 (range: 1.5–12.4) years
after surgery, 13 patients (45%) developed recurrence
of NSCLC and 10 patients (34%) died, including two
patients who died without evidence of relapse. Eight of
13 patients (62%) with lung cancer recurrence previ-
ously received adjuvant chemotherapy. As with the
TCGA data set (cohort 1), the validation cohort neatly
clustered into two groups on the basis of the degree of B-
cell infiltration per the 10% threshold (Fig. 4A).
Consistent with findings from the larger TCGA data set
(cohort 1), high B-cell content was significantly associ-
ated with improved overall survival (log-rank test, p ¼
0.04, median not reached versus 89.5 mo) and had a
trend toward improved relapse-free survival (log-rank
test p ¼ 0.2, median not reached versus 48.8 mo;
Fig. 4B).

We reviewed hematoxylin and eosin slides from spec-
imens in cohort 3 to assess the relationship between the
histomorphology of the tumor and other immune micro-
environment features and survival outcomes
(Supplementary Fig. 4A–C). No statistically significant as-
sociation was identified between histologic grade, presence
of lymphoid aggregates, or density of the immune infiltrate
(including both B cells and T cells) and either overall or
relapse-free survival. Notably, high B-cell content was
identified in adenocarcinomas with and without lymphoid
aggregates. We also evaluated whether tumor PD-L1
expression (as assessed by RNA-seq) and TMB derived
from WES distinguished patients with poorer versus more
favorable postsurgical outcomes. PD-L1 expression did not
predict relapse risk or affect survival (Supplementary
Fig. 4D). In contrast, lower TMB was associated with
longer overall survival (Supplementary Fig. 4E).



Figure 3. Relationship between B-cell content and survival outcomes in external microarray data sets (cohort 2). (A) Agree-
ment between B-cell content determined by the Kassandra RNA-seq deconvolution algorithm versus the B-cell expression
signature. (B) Curves illustrate OS for patients with stage I, II, and III resected lung adenocarcinomas and a pooled cohort of
1422 specimens (cohort 2) representing stage I to III lung adenocarcinomas according to B-cell expression as determined by a
custom gene expression signature. OS, overall survival; RNA-seq, RNA-sequencing; TCGA, The Cancer Genome Atlas.
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B n = 29, p = 0.04 n = 29, p = 0.2

Figure 4. Correlation between B-cell content and survival in MGH stage II lung adenocarcinoma data set (cohort 3). (A) Tumor
microenvironment deconvolution by Kassandra (Zaitsev et al. Cancer Cell 2022) of RNA-seq data derived from 29 resected lung
adenocarcinoma specimens. Specimens are groups on the basis of B-cell content. (B) Curves depict OS and RFS for patients with
stage II lung adenocarcinoma with tumors with high versus low B-cell content using a 10% cutoff. p values were calculated using
log-rank tests. NK, natural killer; OS, overall survival; RFS, relapse-free survival; RNA-seq, RNA-sequencing.
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Impact of Distinct B-Cell Subsets on Survival Out-
comes. Overall, our analyses of three distinct cohorts
revealed that B-cell content is a prognostic factor in
resected lung adenocarcinoma. To determine whether
survival outcomes were driven by particular subsets of B
cells, we mined RNA-seq data from patients in cohorts 1
and 3 and applied the Kassandra algorithm referenced
previously to subcategorize the B cells into the following
subsets: naive, class-switch memory, nonswitched
memory, and secreting (plasmablasts). Cohort 2 was not
considered for this analysis as RNA-seq data were not
available. We then reanalyzed outcomes for the MGH
stage II cohort (cohort 3) and TCGA cohort (cohort 1)
using the previously defined 10% threshold as the cutoff
for “high” naive B cells. High naive B-cell content was
associated with numerically improved overall (median
not reached versus 90 mo, p ¼ 0.08) and relapse-free
survival (median not reached versus 48 mo, p ¼ 0.01)
in the MGH cohort (cohort 3), but only the latter reached
statistical significance (Fig. 5A). Similarly, we observed
longer relapse-free survival (p ¼ 0.09, median 36.1 mo
versus 29.7 mo) and overall survival (p ¼ 0.04, median
60.1 mo versus 47.8 mo) in tumors with high naive B-
cell content in the TCGA data set (cohort 1), though in
contrast to the MGH stage II data set (cohort 3), only
overall survival met statistical significance. (Fig. 5B).
When the analyses were repeated on the TCGA data set
(cohort 1) using other B-cell subsets, relationships be-
tween abundance of these distinct B-cell subsets and
survival were not observed (Supplementary Fig. 5A–C).

B-Cell Infiltration Is Enriched in Tumor Compared
With Adjacent Lung Tissue. Finally, to characterize the
B-cell infiltrate in the tumor versus juxtaposed lung
tissue, we reviewed RNA-seq data from the TCGA-
resected lung adenocarcinoma cohort (cohort 1). The
B-cell infiltrate was sparse in adjacent lung tissue in the
TCGA data set (cohort 1) (Fig. 6A and C). To confirm
these findings, we performed RNA-seq on adjacent
normal lung tissue and compared findings to nearby
tumor tissue in the MGH stage II cohort (cohort 3). In the
MGH stage II adenocarcinoma cohort (cohort 3), B cells
were also scarce in adjacent normal tissue (Fig. 6B and
D), suggesting that the B-cell infiltrate was uniquely
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n = 29, p-value = 0.08 n = 480, p-value = 0.04

n = 29, p-value = 0.01 n = 480, p-value = 0.09

Figure 5. Association between abundance of naive B cells and survival in cohorts 1 and 3. Curves depict OS and RFS for
patients with resected lung adenocarcinoma according to high versus low naive B-cell content as defined by a threshold of
10% in (A) stage II MGH data set (cohort 3) and (B) TCGA data set (cohort 1) encompassing stage I to IV lung adenocarcinomas.
MGH, Massachusetts General Hospital; OS, overall survival; RFS, relapse-free survival; TCGA, The Cancer Genome Atlas.
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enriched in the tumor. Collectively, these findings raise
the possibility that B cells may be deliberately recruited
into lung adenocarcinomas.

Discussion
Among patients who are medically fit for surgery, the

extent of tumor involvement is a critical determinant of
resectability and factors heavily into survival estimates.1

Although stage has tremendous prognostic value, pri-
marily relying on disease stage for survival projections
and adjuvant systemic therapy decisions does not fully
account for the biological and molecular diversity
encompassed within stage groups. Indeed, in metastatic
NSCLC, the molecular and immunologic profile of tumors
modulates survival outcomes.20 Thus, a better
understanding of the immunologic and molecular
contexture of resected tumors may provide invaluable
insights for unraveling drivers of heterogeneous out-
comes among patients with resected tumors of similar
stage. In this study, we performed a comprehensive
analysis of more than 1500 resected lung adenocarci-
nomas belonging to three distinct cohorts to find mo-
lecular factors potentially underlying disparate survival
outcomes. Through our analysis, we identified an asso-
ciation between an abundance of tumor-infiltrating B
cells and improved overall survival after surgery.

In this study, we analyzed three data sets of lung
adenocarcinoma resected in an era predating recent
adjuvant approvals of immunotherapy and osimertinib.
As such, our study was primarily focused on identifying
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Figure 6. B-cell composition in tumor tissue and adjacent normal lung tissue in cohort 1 (TCGA) and cohort 3 (MGH stage II)
supports enrichment of B cells in tumor but not adjacent normal tissue. The figures illustrate the content of the microenvi-
ronment (color-codedper legend) in the samples. Eachbar represents a separate specimen. (A,B) Tissue deconvolution of tumor
samples of TCGA (A) and MGH (B) cohorts. (C, D) Tissue deconvolution of adjacent normal samples matched to the tumor
specimen found in panels A and B. MGH, Massachusetts General Hospital; NK, natural killer; TCGA, The Cancer Genome Atlas.
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prognostic rather than predictive biomarkers. In our
analysis, biomarkers currently used to stratify treat-
ments in the metastatic setting, including TMB and PD-
L1 expression, typically associated with response to
immunotherapy did not consistently predict risk of
relapse or death after resection. Instead, B-cell infiltra-
tion, a less studied characteristic, emerged as a relevant
prognostic marker that repeatedly identified a subgroup
of patients with improved survival across unique data
sets. The association between increased density of infil-
trating lymphocytes and improved survival after lung
cancer resection has been established.13–15,21,22 Never-
theless, studies that support this association largely
characterized the T cell infiltrate, with the relatively
fewer studies that analyzed intratumoral B-cell compo-
sition reporting inconsistent results in small patient co-
horts.14,23 Besides T cell density, studies suggest that
spatial distribution of T lymphocytes, including organi-
zation into TLS, also influences overall prog-
nosis.14,22,24,25 In our analysis, we did not assess TLS
directly; however, the prognostic implications of a
robust B-cell infiltrate were independent of the
formation of lymphoid aggregates. As the spatial archi-
tecture of the B-cell infiltrate was only a minor compo-
nent of our current analysis, future studies are
warranted to fully resolve spatial relationships between
infiltrating B cells and other stromal cells and assess
how these interactions affect disease outcomes. Notably,
recent studies using single-cell RNA-seq have made in-
roads toward addressing these unresolved questions.23

As mentioned previously, the three data sets used to
support our analysis were generated at a time where the
only available adjuvant systemic therapy was chemo-
therapy. Our analysis did not explore the possibility that
the improved survival observed among patients with
tumors with high B-cell content may have resulted from
improved efficacy of adjuvant chemotherapy. Neverthe-
less, the prognostic value of high B-cell content among
stage I tumors in the microarray data set (cohort 2)
where chemotherapy is sparingly used suggests that our
observations cannot be explained by chemotherapy ef-
fect alone. Moreover, correlative analyses from four
practice-defining randomized adjuvant chemotherapy
trials failed to identify a relationship between lymphocyte
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infiltration and benefit from adjuvant chemotherapy,15

lending further support to the notion that the differ-
ences in survival noted in our study were not due to
imbalances in exposure to or differential benefit from
chemotherapy. With recent adoption of immunotherapy
and osimertinib for adjuvant treatment of resected
NSCLC and the potential for these therapies to ultimately
improve overall survival,5,6 these analyses should be
replicated using modern era cohorts to confirm the
ongoing relevance of B-cell infiltration as a prognostic
biomarker and to assess whether B-cell infiltration af-
fects response to these therapies.

Our study has several limitations. First, the bulk of
the analyses was conducted using pooled data sets
containing a variety of stages. As stage is a proven
prognostic factor,1 we independently analyzed outcomes
in distinct stage groups in the microarray data set
(cohort 2), given the small sample size of stage II to III
adenocarcinomas in TCGA (cohort 1), and included a
separate institutional stage II cohort (cohort 3). These
analyses suggested that our findings are relevant across
disease stages, though the magnitude of prognostic effect
of B-cell infiltration may vary by stage. In addition, our
study exclusively considered patients with adenocarci-
noma and; therefore, findings may not be applicable to
other histologic subsets, including squamous NSCLC.
Indeed, studies suggest that both the makeup and
prognostic value of infiltrating lymphocytes in resected
squamous and adenocarcinomas may differ.26 Third,
cohort 3 was inadvertently enriched for tumors with
KRAS and EGFR mutations, potentially affecting gener-
alizability of findings from this particular cohort. Fourth,
owing to the nature of available data, validating findings
in the microarray data set (cohort 2) required use of a
different threshold to delineate high B-cell-infiltrate.
Fifth, we did not functionally characterize the B-cell
infiltrate as part of this analysis and our subcategoriza-
tion of B-cell subsets was limited. Although these ana-
lyses are outside of the scope of our study owing to the
limitations of bulk RNA sequencing, recent studies using
single-cell RNA-seq have provided valuable insights into
the immunogenomic and spatial landscape of B-cell in
resected lung adenocarcinoma.23 Finally, we observed an
impact of B-cell abundance on overall survival, but not
relapse-free survival. As co-morbidities affect life ex-
pectancy and prognosis, it is possible that absent or low
B-cell infiltration in the tumor may be associated with or
may be a surrogate for another unidentified adverse
prognostic marker that is unrelated to lung cancer-
specific mortality.

In summary, robust analyses of multiple data sets
representing more than 1500 unique lung adenocarci-
nomas nominate B-cell content as a potentially relevant
prognostic biomarker for resected lung adenocarcinoma.
These findings provide rationale for expanding the scope
of future studies of prognostic immunologic biomarkers
in NSCLC beyond the traditional focus on T cells.
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